
Sidekick's original offering opened on May 3, 2017 and was completed on July 5, 2017. Except for the Updates section which may contain more recent information, the information on this page was accurate as of July 5, 2017.
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Sidekick
Sidekick is a home improvement concierge service, acting as a trusted advisor and single point of contact for all your home improvement needs.
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Introduction
Combining 10 years of contractor experience with a track record in building community-based businesses, the Sidekick team has a simple mission – to inspire people to do more for their home by simplifying the home improvement process and allowing contractors to focus on what they do best.

Market Context
[image: ][image: ]
The chore of home improvement is cumbersome, unenjoyable, time consuming and uninspiring. The home improvement industry is massive ($800 billion) but the current model is broken – characterized by a lack of trust, unreliability and an inefficient, outdated process.  At Sidekick, we constantly ask ourselves:
	Why is it so hard to know how to start a project?
	Why can’t I find trustworthy, local contractors?
	Why can’t I get more than just a list of contractors to call?
	Why are all contractors’ bids so different?
	Why do projects require so much of my time?
	Why can’t I get someone to help me through this process?
	Why can't I find someone to manage all my home improvement projects?


Our Solution
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At Sidekick, we decided it was time to take a different approach and dramatically change the home improvement process. Introducing The Sidekick – your locally based concierge for all your home improvement needs. Whether it’s on a project basis or through our home property management program, the Sidekick is your single point of contact to manage everything from sourcing bids, to selecting contractors, to invoicing and issue resolution. Our Sidekicks are professional and experienced contractors with a heightened level of customer service.  Not only does the Sidekick act as a trusted advisor on behalf of the homeowner throughout the process, they also provide much needed administrative support to a pre-qualified community of contractors, allowing them to work better, faster, and cheaper. Sidekick is also developing a customer facing mobile app (prototype built) and backend platform to support contractors in project management, scheduling and communication.
Sidekick has created a new, scalable, hyperlocal approach that delivers convenience, efficiency, and a long overdue affordable luxury to a broad population of homeowners. Learn more at sidekickhome.com.

Current State – Successes
In just over 8 months of operation, our homeowners are responding to this combination of personal touch, simplicity, and convenience...
Financials
	Revenue: 8x growth	$10K to $80K (Q3+4, 2016 vs. Q1-Q2, 2017), includes active pipeline


	Total Project Value: 5x growth	$65K to $410K (Q3+4, 2016 vs. Q1-Q2, 2017), includes active pipeline


	Margin Improvement: 40% increase	15% to 21% (2016 vs 2017)



Customer Value
	Job Leads: 4x growth	30 jobs per month to 120 jobs per month (2016 vs 2017)


	Conversion: 90%	9 out of 10 job leads convert to jobs


	Retention: 30%	3 out of 10 customers have returned for additional jobs in first 8 months


	Referral: 40%	4 out of 10 customers learn about Sidekick via word of mouth



Geographic Expansion
	5x growth	3 towns to 15 towns




Press Highlights
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Market Expansion
Sidekick uses a “pod growth strategy” to drive geographic expansion. Simply put, this means a community-driven approach in which we target densely populated, affluent suburban areas (“the pod”) where home improvement offerings are fragmented yet no dominant player exists.
Household services are still a very localized need, making it hard for even the most credible players nationally to succeed locally. This is why our Sidekicks are in market, with local knowledge and experience that allows them to execute more effectively on a ground up approach. A great example of this local advantage is the Sidekick’s ability to build out a local ”bench” of qualified and vetted contractors across a range of services. In addition, as a part of our Market Expansion Playbook we leverage local influencers, social media, targeted PR and community events to drive awareness and word of mouth when entering new markets.

Competitive Landscape
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We view the competitive landscape for home improvement services in three primary segments: Generalist (e.g. – Home Advisor, Houzz), Specialist (e.g. – Paintzen) and Referral platforms (e.g.- Angie’s List, Thumbtack). Companies in each of these segments are trying to carve out their space in the $800 billion home improvement industry. Despite this, important untapped “white space” exists that presents an opportunity to better service the homeowner with personal relationships and address all home improvement needs.
At Sidekick, we believe success in this space hinges on two key characteristics: 1) local relationships and 2) serving as a single point of contact for all home improvements. This is why our Sidekicks are in market, acting as a trusted advisor for homeowners to deliver a simple, convenient approach to home improvement.
If you map the current segments to understand where relationship/local touch measures with scope of services offered, a new segment emerges – concierge/services (see chart). Front and center in this segment is the role of the Sidekick – an in market, experienced contractor providing a concierge-level service to homeowners and contractors.


Team
Our founding team relies on a range of experiences and backgrounds to drive the business forward.
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Alex Arata
After graduating Babson's MBA program in 2006, Alex took a role as a Strategy Consultant in Accenture's Marketing Sciences division – the precursor to today’s Accenture Interactive – where he developed digital strategies for major brands including HP, Frito Lay and Chrysler.  From there, Alex joined a former Accenture Managing Director as part of the founding team at MoFilm, a global creative crowdsourcing platform taking aim at reinventing the traditional advertising agency model. MoFilm sold in the summer of 2015, allowing Alex to use his experience building community-based businesses to start Sidekick in 2016. His focus at Sidekick is on strategy, marketing and business development.
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Andrew Austin
After graduating Babson's MBA program in 2006, Andrew worked at The Home Depot's headquarters as a member of its Business Leadership Program, focusing on Store Operations.  Most recently, Andrew spent the past ten years at Reebok International as its head of Business Planning, responsible for implementing long-term growth plans for all of Reebok’s international markets traveling throughout Dubai, India, China, Russia, Japan, Korea, Europe and South America. Andrew left Reebok in 2016 and has since joined Sidekick focusing on strategy, go-to-market and operations.
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Dave Dombroski
An accomplished musician, handyman and entrepreneur, Dave started and operated his own concierge handyman business for the past 10 years –providing the seed idea for current day Sidekick.  Dave is a skilled tradesman with a vision for heightened customer service.  In his current role at Sidekick, Dave is the "face of the company" and oversees all full-time field Sidekicks, training and workforce community development.





Scope of Service & Business Model
Pricing home improvement jobs of any size is often a subjective exercise that leaves the homeowner wondering if the price is fair and accurate. At Sidekick, we live by the axiom of “bill the job, not the address.” Our Sidekicks use their industry experience and local market knowledge to manage the bidding process on behalf of the homeowner making sure every job is priced appropriately.
Sidekick currently generates all of its activity through Facebook, website, email, text, phone and word of mouth/retention. Depending on the size and number of projects, homeowners can engage with a Sidekick in three different ways:
	Core: project-based requests
	Management: property management membership (Pilot)
	Advisory: mid/large sized project consulting (Pilot)

The Core model is a project-based approach that is free to the homeowner. We make money on the cost side of the equation by establishing a fair and accurate pre-estimate with the homeowner, allowing us to leverage economies of scale with our curated community.  Projects serviced under this approach include everything from leaky faucets to TV mountings to bathroom makeovers.
In direct response to frequent requests from current Sidekick homeowners, we are currently piloting a Home Property Management approach to drive retention and build lasting relationships with our homeowners. For an annual fee, participating members will get preferred scheduling, regular consultations and walk-throughs with Sidekicks, and other prime benefits. It’s Sidekick’s version of Amazon Prime.
The Advisory service gives homeowners a trusted advisor and advocate on larger renovations and remodels for a small management fee.  Projects serviced under this approach include large kitchen renovations, additions and commercial renovations.

Future State
We see future growth opportunities for the business falling into two primary categories:
	Market Expansion: With every new market we enter, we constantly sharpen and refine our Market Expansion Playbook for growth. An accompanying scorecard identifies key performance metrics that help us make real time adjustments. This approach establishes a model that is more easily replicable in any given market and backed by proven results.
	Franchising: Given the hyperlocal, relationship-focus of the Sidekick model, developing a franchise approach and leveraging motivated entrepreneurs is a viable means to scale the business in the right markets. The aforementioned Playbook and scorecard would serve as the foundation of the franchise materials needed to standardize our new market strategy and operations in the growing franchise market.



Use of Proceeds

If the offering's maximum amount of $399,160 is raised:
	Use	Value	% of Proceeds
	Staffing	$265,722	66.6%
	Marketing	$75,920	19.0%
	Technology	$37,960	9.5%
	Intermediary fees	$19,559	4.9%


Terms
Sidekick has a simple mission – to inspire people to do more for their home by simplifying the home improvement process. Our ability to execute on this mission relies on a community-driven approach to growth, knowing that success in this space often hinges on word of mouth support and trust built directly with our homeowners. For this reason, we are excited to partner with crowdfunding platform, Netcapital, to make a portion of our equity available for investment to the friends, family and homeowners who mean most to our business.
Over the past eight months, Sidekick has successfully proven business model viability, expanded its offerings to homeowners, and ramped up growth in a second region, resulting in a 5x expansion of town reach. With money raised from this offering, we will:
	Hire new Sidekicks to further expand our geographic reach throughout Greater Boston
	Continue executing marketing playbook to drive awareness, engagement and retention
	Further develop tech roadmap, prioritizing short term functionalities that deliver improved customer experience and operational efficiency

This is an offering of Common, under registration exemption 4(a)(6), in Sidekick Technologies, Inc.. This offering must raise at least $10,000 by July 5, 2017 at 4:00pm ET. If this offering doesn’t reach its target, then your money will be refunded. Sidekick may issue additional securities to raise up to $399,160, the offering’s maximum.
If the offering is successful at raising the maximum amount, then the company’s implied valuation after the offering (sometimes called its post-money valuation) will be:
6,339,600 shares
×
$0.85 per share
$5,388,660implied valuation
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Financials
These financial statements have been reviewed by an independent Certified Public Accountant.
Financial Statements

SEC Filings
The Offering Statement is a formal description of the company and this transaction. It’s filed with the SEC to comply with the requirements of exemption 4(a)(6)  of the Securities Act of 1933. 
	Latest Offering Statement

We’re also required to share links to each of the SEC filings related to this  offering with investors.
	Form C on May 3, 2017
	Form C/A on May 12, 2017
	Form C-U on July 7, 2017


Understand the Risks
Be sure to understand the risks of this type of investment. No regulatory body (not the SEC, not any state regulator) has passed upon the merits of or given its approval to the securities, the terms of the offering, or the accuracy or completeness of any offering materials or information posted herein. That’s typical for Regulation CF offerings like this one.
Neither Netcapital nor any of its directors, officers, employees, representatives, affiliates, or agents shall have any liability whatsoever arising from any error or incompleteness of fact or opinion in, or lack of care in the preparation or publication of, the materials and communication herein or the terms or valuation of any securities offering.
The information contained herein includes forward-looking statements. These statements relate to future events or to future financial performance, and involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties, and other factors, that may cause actual results to be materially different from any future results, levels of activity, performance, or achievements expressed or implied by these forward-looking statements. You should not place undue reliance on forward-looking statements since they involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties, and other factors, which are, in some cases, beyond the company’s control and which could, and likely will, materially affect actual results, levels of activity, performance, or achievements. Any forward-looking statement reflects the current views with respect to future events and is subject to these and other risks, uncertainties, and assumptions relating to operations, results of operations, growth strategy, and liquidity. No obligation exists to publicly update or revise these forward-looking statements for any reason, or to update the reasons actual results could differ materially from those anticipated in these forward-looking statements, even if new information becomes available in the future.

More Info
	Website
	Facebook


Updates
	Jul 7, 2017
Filed Form C-U




	Jul 5, 2017
Primary offering finalized, selling 185,905 shares
Sold 185,905 shares at $0.85 for a total of $158,019.25



	May 12, 2017
Filed Form C/A




	May 3, 2017
Primary offering of 469,600 shares at $0.85




	May 3, 2017
Filed Form C







Ask a Question
Proofread your comment before submitting: once it's posted, you can’t edit or delete it. Investors are advised to review our Discussion Board Policy before submitting a comment. For the fastest help with the web site, email help@netcapital.com instead of commenting.







Looking to raise capital? 
 We can help turn your friends, family and customers into investors.
Learn more
Interested in more investment opportunities? 
 Browse all offerings currently available.
See more

hello@netcapital.com+1 (617)-231-9270

	


	


	


	
		
		
		
	

Investor FAQEntrepreneur FAQEducational Materials & RisksHelp CenterWork with UsNewsAbout NetcapitalNetcapital Systems (“Netcapital”) is a software development company and is neither a funding portal nor a broker-dealer. Netcapital operates this web site. Sections of the web site are used by Netcapital Funding Portal Inc. to conduct all 4(a)(6) offerings as a funding portal registered with the SEC and is a member of FINRA.
Sections of the web site are also used by a registered broker dealer to conduct all 506(c) offerings as a broker-dealer registered with the SEC and as a member of FINRA.
None of these companies provide investment advice or make investment recommendations; nothing we post to this web site should be construed as such. Use of this web site constitutes acceptance of Netcapital's Terms of Service.
Privacy Policy, Copyright Policy, and other agreements


Sidekick’s Valuation Method
The pre-money valuation of $5,000,000 was set based on the agreed upon rate established by the previous $200,000 of convertible notes raised in 01/17 for Sidekick Technologies, Inc.



Total Raised
This is an offering of Common, under registration exemption 4(a)(6), in Sidekick Technologies, Inc.. This offering must raise at least $10,000 by July 5, 2017 at 4:00pm ET. If this offering doesn’t reach its target, then your money will be refunded. Sidekick may issue additional securities to raise up to $399,160, the offering’s maximum.

